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Master Java XML Web services tools. Join the Web services revolution and make a million bucks. Java and XML For Dummies is arranged in modular fashion, making it easy for you to zero-in on specific areas, tools or procedures that interest you, without having to wade through coverage stuff you already know about. From basic to advanced, it covers all the bases, including: Scanning data with SAX, DOM and JDOM. Sending SOAP messages using JAXM. Working with XML registries. Automating Web-service processes.

Java and XML For Dummies is your road map for JAXP, JDOM, SOAP, WSDL, and all of Java's powerful XML tools--and your passport to joining the Web services revolution! For Dummies: Java and XML for Dummies (Paperback). Specifications. Series Title. Java For Dummies Java is good stuff. I've been using it for years. I like Java because it's very orderly. Almost everything follows simple rules. The rules can seem intimidating at times, here to help you figure them out. So, if you want to use Java and want an alternative to the traditional techie, sit down, relax, and start reading Java For Dummies. What Java is Where Java came from Why Java is so cool How to orient yourself to object-oriented programming When you need to create something big and fast - Minecraft or banking software - Java to. help. This is "C ++ without tears."